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Chapter 11

Wastewater Treatment

11.1 INTRODUCTION
It is estimated that more than 1.2 billion peopl e have no access to safe drinking water and over 2.4 billion
lack basic sanitati on. The need for proper sanitation was made expli cit in the United Nations Millenniull1
Development Goals (UNESCO, 2009). Goal number 7 urges for the reduction by half of the population li ving
without proper sanitati on.
The protecti on of OUI' clean water resources and the sustainability of our water systems as such, is one of
the biggest challenges of the 21st century. Water is essenti al for most livi ng organisms on thi s planet. However,
the growth of the earth 's population and industriali sation has increased the need for clean water enormously,
putting a large pressure on our water resources. Apart from this, the environment is also exposed to a growing
amount of (untreated) wastewater.
The European Union recogni sed thi s problem for the fi rst time in the 1970s and introduced several water
directi ves in its environmental policy. Among them are the EU Urban Wastewater Directi ve (CEC, 199 1), and
the EU Water Framework Directi ve (eEC, 2000), which has among its goals 'water management based on river
basins' and 'getting the citizens more involved'.
On the other side of the Atlantic, the US Environmental Protecti on Age ncy (E PA) adopted the National
Pollution Discharge Elimination Syslem (N PDES) as part of the Clean Water Act (C WA) in 1972 (USEPA,
2004). In their latest regul ation, the EPA requires states to develop pri oriti sed li sts of polluted or threatened
water bodies and to establi sh the maximum amount of pollutant that a water body can receive while still
meeting water quality standards, the so-call ed total maximum daily load (TMDL).

11.1.1 Short history of wastewater treatment
Sewage has for a long time been considered a potential health risk and nuisance in urban agglomerations. The
Ancient Greeks (300BC to 500AD) used public latrines which dra ined into sewers conveying the sewage and
© 2011 IWA Publishing. Urban Hydroinformatics: Data, Models and Decision Support for Integrated Urban Water Management. By
Roland K. Price and Zoran Vojinovi6. ISBN: 978 1843392743. Published by IWA Publishing. l ondon. UK.
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stormwater to a collection basin outside the city. The Romans took the system further and constructed the
Cloaca Maxima. The system worked well, but collapsed along with the Roman Empire. The period between
450 and 1750 AD is therefore known as the 'Sanitary Dark Ages' . During this period the main form of waste
disposal was simply to di spose of it on the streets using buckets. Around 1800, collection. systems appeared
in many cities since people did not want to put up with the smell and farmers welcomed thIs ' ~l~lInanure ' . The
collected sewage did not undergo treatment. Instead, it was spread out over the land as fCI',t1h ser. However,
water-logging became a major problem, as well as findi ng sufficient land due to the expansion of the .cities.
At that stage, the idea of using organisms within the treatment process started to gro:,,; blofilm.s growing on
rocks in the ri ver bed were applied as biofilters. The acti va ted sludge process was discovered 111 the UK by
Ardern and Lockett in 1914. At that time, rivers were considered as part of the treatment process. But at Some
point, the increased load of sanitary waste due to city growth could 110 longer be accommodated by the rivers,
whi ch meant that higher requirements were set for the wastewater treatments plants to reach bett~r . rem~val
efficicncies. Moreover, the toxic effect of ammonia on aquati c species introduced awareness of 11Itn ficat lon.
This process did not always work well , especially in winter. Nitrate was not considered as ~ein~ undesirable
at that time. This viewpoint changed in the second half of the 20th century when eutroph, catlon became a
severe issue' it led to an explosive growth of algae through the fert ilising effect of nitrate. As a consequence
there was n:rther understanding of the processes and denitrification was introduced with particular bacteria
using nitrate as an electron acceptor. Thi s led to the development of pre- and post de nitri~ca~ion systems
and the introduction of recycled flows. As well as nit roge n, phosphorus al so poses a eutrophl catlon problem.
. Unlike nitrogen, however, phosphorus needs to be removed by conve rting it to a solid phase. Thi s. resulted
in the development of chemical precipitation fol lowed by tertiary filtration 111 the 1970s. Later, biological
phosphorus removal was discovered by accident. However, it led to the establi shed EBPR system we know
today. The energy crisis of the 1970s associated with an increased de man~ for ~ndu stl'lal wastewater treatment,
shifted attention from aerobic to anaerobic treatment, whi ch was especially Important for concent rated and
warmer industrial influents. After a century of urban development and expansion, the problems generated
by rapid urbanisation became apparent. This raised the urgent need for the. development of a whol e ral~ge
of new treatment processes. Also the demands of the increasing effluent triggered the need for upgradll1g
wastewater treatment plants as well as the treatment of sludge effluents contall1l11g high loads of nitrogen aQd
phosphorus. Thi s led to the development of SHARON-ANAMMOX and the BABE-process. The control of
plants became yet another point of attenti on, and this was a driver for developm~nt of mathematICal mo~els.
More recently, aspects such as control of sludge properties, di sinfection and J1l1cropollutants have received
growing attention.
Today's municipal wastewater treatment (WWTP) in developed countries is commonly achieved through the
activated sludge process. This process consists of
.
.
.
• mineralisation and conversion of the biodegradable components by a broad variety ofmlcro-orgalllsms
• nutrient removal (nitrification, denitrification, phosphorus removal)
• separation of the grown activated sludge frorn the purified water through either gravitationa l settling or
membrane filtration
The efficiency of the entire process depends on the effi ciency of the processes separately. The first two
biol ogical steps have found considerable attention in research, which has resulted 111 a suffiCi ent lInd e rstan~mg
of the various biological processes and conversions that take place. This knowl edge has been translated mto
mathematical models which are able to describe thi s degradation process adequately (Henze el al., 1987; Henze
el al 1995a' Henze el al 2000a anil Henze et al. 2000b). As for the second, separation step, the processes
.,
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involved are not yet fu ll y understood. However, models have been developed 10 1 t 1ese as we , ut ale no
advanced and conclusive compared to the biochemical models.
.
In some cases, technologies other than activated sludge are used, mainly to save costs and due thelf
easier implementation. These are often beneficial for developing countri es. Note that some of these cheap
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alternatives are not feasible in densely populated areas due to lack of space. The need for space is even
sometimes problematic when upgrading existing faci lities which have space limitations, resulting in having
to use expensive solutions like membrane bioreactors. Examples of alternative treatment solutions are waste
stabi lisation ponds and reed beds. These are not discussed here.
This chapter has two major parts. The first focu ses on wastewater characteri sation and the different treatment
steps. The second part discusses the most commonly used mathematica l models for the different processes and
the description of the wastewater treatment plant hydraulics.

11.2 WASTEWATER CHARACTERISATION
Wastewater can characterised by both its quantity and quality. The former refers to its flow rate, whereas the
second is concerned with its composition. Wastewater can originate from municipa l usc, i.e. households, or
from industry, or even a mixture of both if industry is allowed to discharge untreated wastewater directly into the
sewers. All these resulting wastewaters have different specifications with respect to flow rate and composition,
which have implications for their treatment. This chapter focuses mainly 0 11 municipal wastewater.

11 .2_1 Wastewater quantity or flow
The flow of wastewater coming to a wastewater treatment plant is typically collected in a sewer system (see
Chapter 10). The oligins of the wastewater are households, industry, and rain (whether indirectly through
infiltration to sewers or directly through rainfall-runoff to combined sewers). The actual fl ow coming to the
treatment plant is also influenced by ex filtration taking place in the sewer.
A ve ry important feature of wastewater flow or hydraulic load is that it is highly dynamic, which poses
some serious challenges for the design and operation of wastewater treatment plants. First, a diurnal pattern
can be recognised because of the typical water consumption pattern of people (Figure 11 .1). A first peak can be
observed in the morning when they wake up and take a shower or bath. However, the hydraulic load drops when
they go off to work. After returning home, the flow increases again givi ng an evening peak. Overnight, the flow
drops agai n. The occurrence of the peaks in time can be shifted slightl y depending on the length and structure of
the sewer system. Moreover, the max imum peak flow can be as high as 5- 10 times the minimum Aow.
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Figure 11.1 Examples of diurnal patterns of influent flows of different treatment plants (Henze et al., 1995a)
Second, a differentiation is made between dry and wet weather flow (DWF vs WWF) . This is strictly only
applicable for combined sewer systems. WWF occurs when a rainfa ll event takes place in the catchment of the
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sewe r system. It results in peaks to the treat ment plant as much as 6 to 10 times the ave rage DWF (being the
average of a diurnal dry weather day). Thi s is illustrated in Figure 11 .2.
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11.2.2 Wastewater constituents
An overview of different components that are li ke ly to be present in wastewater along with their special interest
and envi ronmental effects is summ arised in Table 11 . 1. T his clea rly illustrates why raw wastewater should not
be di scharged as sllch into receiving waters such as a ri ver, lake or even coasta l waters.
Tabte 11.1 Components in wastewater and their enviro nmental effects (after Henze et al., 2008)

Figure 11.2 Exa mples of WWF diurnal patterns (Henze et al., 1995a)

Sewer syste ms are designed in such a way that they ca n convey as much wastewater as possible to the
treatment fac ility, but the max imum capac ity is sometimes reached in combined sewe rs, leading to the need
fo r combined sewer ove rflows (CSO). In order to limit discharges fro m CSOs to receiving wate rs, excess water
is sto red in retenti on tanks installed in th e sewer system. T he installation of such ta nks increases th e load to a
treatment plant due to the nee d to empty the tanks as quickly as possible after a rain event to be ready for the
nex t event. Thi s may make a treatment plant subj ect to pro longed max imum hyd rauli c loads that would affect its
performan ce. Finding the optimal compromi se between the frequ ency of operati on of combined sewe r overflows
and the treatment plant overl oad i s the subject of co nsiderabl e research (Vanrolleghem el al., 2005).
In order to design a WWTP, it i s import ant to have a good knowledge of the fl ow dynamics. Cumulative
fl ow di stri bution di ag ram s (CFOO) ca n be used to summari se both diurnal and wet weath er peak v~ri ati o ns;
see Figure 11 .3. The CrDDs indicate the amount of ti me (expressed as % of days) that a certain fl ow rate is
exceeded. T hey can be obta ined from long-term hi storica l measurements of sewer fl ows (for new plants) or
from the W WTP influent fl ow (for plant extensions). As a rul e of th umb, th e 60percentile is used to represent
th e da il y ave rage flow, whil e the 85percentil e serves as the max imum daily dry wea ther flow. T he latter assu mes
th at 15% of the days are actually wet weather days. T hese numbers can, of co urse, vary geographica lly.
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Figure 11 .3 Example of a cumulative flow distribution diagram (Henze et al., 1995a)

Component

Of s pecial Interest

Environmental effect

Micro·organlsms

Pathogenic bacteria, virus and worms
eggs

Risk when bathing and eating shellfish

Biodegradable organic
materials

Oxygen depletion In rivers, lakes and
fjords

Other organic
materials

Detergents, pesticides, fat, 011 and grease,
colouring, solvents, phenol, cyan ide

Toxic effect, aesthetic Inconvenlen-ces,
bio accumulation

Nutrients

Nitrogen, phosphorus, ammonia

Eutrophication, oxygen depletion, toxic
effect

Metals

Hg, Pb, Cd, Cr, Cu, NI

Toxic effect, blo accumulation

Other Inorganic
materiats

Acids, e.g. hydrogen sutphlde bases

Corrosion, toxic effect

Thermal effects

Hot water

Changing living conditions for fiora and
fauna

Odour (and taste)

Hydrogen sulphide

Radioactivity

Aesthetic Inconveniences, toxic effect
Toxic effect, accumulation

In order to quantify th e co mp osition of wastewater, several determinants have bee n proposed. They ca n be
grouped in terms of the type of pollution.
• Organic pol/lllioll :
Biochemical Ox ygen Demand (BOO) represents the amount of oxygen required by a small amount of
mi cro-orga nisms to deg rade a wastewater sa mpl e 's orga ni c pollution in a small (litre-scale) batch ex pe riment
equipped wi th a Dissol ved Oxygen (DO) sensor according to:

Sewage

+ few mi cro-orga ni sms ~ growth + oxygen consumption

( 11.1 )

BOO is meas ured over time, resulting in a cumulative curve th at is hi ghl y temperature dependent; see Figure
11 .4. BOO va lues ca n be determin ed after different time instants. An often used value is BOOs, whic h is
th e readin g of the consumed DO after 5 days. 5 days was chose n to speed up th e measurement, ass um ing
that most of th e rea dily bi odegradable organic pollution is degraded. BOO, uses 7 days, whi ch was regarded
as th e hydrauli c residence time of most rivers to th eir mouth . I f the total BOO (BOOt) is to be determin ed,
then typi ca lly BOD28 is used. In Figure 11.4, th ere i s an intermedi ate plateau after whi ch a further increase
Occurs (beyond the dashed lines) due to nitri ficati on, whi ch is brought about by slower growing organi sms
and, hence, occurs at a later time. This i s often referred to as NBOD (nitrogenous BOD) as opposed to CBOD
(carbonaceous BOO) .
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) represents the amount of oxygen required to completely chemically
ox idise the organi c polluti on in a wastewate r sa mpl e into ca rbon dioxide, water, ammonium and sulphate.
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The chemical reaction is conducted at a high temperature and in a ve ry acid environment. As not all organic
pollution is biodegradable (some pa11 is inert). the COD of a wastewater is always somewhat higher than the
BODt. A typical value observed for municipal wastewaters is t .33.
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carbon dioxide are produced. This means that 60g of acetate produces 88 g of CO2 or 24 g of carbon (because
44 g of CO, contains only 12g ofC; 88 X 12/44 = 24).
Obviously, TOC is only a measure for the organics that contain carbon and cannot be lIsed for other organic
components. Also, the measurement is more difficult and not easy, though fast test kits exist.
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Exe rci se : compute the amount oITOC prese nt In: ethanol (C H3 CH 20H), sewage (C,.H190 ,N). blomass
(CSH, 0 2N), methane (CH,).
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Figu re 11.4 Illustration of typical BOD curves monitored at diffe rent temperatures. The oxygen consumption
beyond the dashed lines represents the NBOD. Temperature significantly slows down the biodegradation
processes
Unlike BOD, which always needs to be measured, COD can be calculated for specific components based
on the elemental composition of the sewage components and the oxidation reaction. The former enables the
computat ion of the molar mass of the component, whereas the latter yields the amollnt of oxygen molecules
needed to perform the complete oxidation . No rmali sing to I g of a component yields the mass of oxygen that
this I g of organic poll ution represents. For acetate:
Oxidation reaction : CH3COOH + 20,

~

2 CO, + 2 H, O

(11.2)

60 g of acetate ( = 2 X 12 + 2 x 16 + 4 X I) requires 2 molecules of oxygen or 64 g of oxygen. Hence, I g of
acetate represents 64/60g or 1.07 g of COD.
Exercise: compute the amoun t of COD re prese nted by ethanol (CH 3 CH 20H). sewage (C , . H190 , N),
blomass (CSH, 0 2N), metha ne (C H,). s ul phide (H 2S).
As can be seen above, COD can only be computed when the elemental composition is avai lable. If thi s is not
available then an actual measurement is needed. Since the original standard measurement is time consuming
and rather dangerous (due to the harsh environment) and typically many COD measurements are required, fast
test kits with high reliability are now commercially available.
COD has the advantage over BOD in that it enables the mass to be balanced (closed) in the system. Thi s is
ve ry important when including organic pollution in a mathematical model where it the mass has to be balanced
(conserved), This is developed furtherbelow,
Tota l O rganic Carbon (rOC) aims at measuring the total amount of carbon atoms present in the organic
pollution. The technique uses a catalytic reaction at high temperature, Here also the TOC can be readily
calculated when the elemental composition is known, For acetate this yields: per mole of acetate, 2 moles of

Total Suspended Solids (TSS) determines the dry solids present in the sample after drying at 105'C for
24 h. TSS includes all suspended solids and also mineral salts.
Suspended solids (SS) determines the dry solids in a filtered (0,24 mi cron) sample after drying at 105"C for
24 h, The difference wi th TSS is that it does not include the mineral salts.
Settleable sol ids are determined from a wastewater sample that has been presettled for 2 hours, and are
the difference between the SS and the settleable solids. They are discussed in the sludge-water separation step
below.
• Nitrogen content of waste water:
Thi s form of pollution can be present as ammonium (NH4). N03. Organic nitrogen can be determined as total
Kjeldah l-N or total-N. Standard methods are available for these measurements.
• PllOspllOrOlu content of wastewater:
This fo rm can be present as ortho-phosphate. Organic phosphorus can be determined as Total-P. Again,
standard methods are avai labl e for all of these measurements.
• Heavy metals:
Standard methods are also avai lable for measuring Hg, Ag, Cd, Zn, Cu, Ni, Pb, As and Cr.

11.2.3 Wastewater composition
The wastewater from domestic use is often expressed in the unit Populati on Equivalent (PE), which can either
be expressed in water volume or BOO. General worldwide accepted defi nitions are:
•
I PE = 0.2m 3/d
• I PE = 60 g BOD/d
These two definitions are based on fi xed non-changeable values. The actual wastewater contlibution from a
person living in a sewer catchment, the so-called Person Load (PL), can vary considerably as shown in Table 11.2.
The reasons for the va riation can be: working place outside the catchment, socio-economic factors, lifestyle, type
of household installation. etc. Hence, values vary regionally. PE and PL are both based on average contributions.
and are used to give an impression of the loading to the wastewater treatment processes that are needed to deal
with them. They should be calculated on long term time intervals (months-years).
Ta ble 11 .2 Variations in person load
Parameter
COD
BOD
Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Wastewater

Unit
g/cap.d
g/cap,d
g/cap.d
g/cap.d
m'/cap.d

Range
25-200
15-80
2-15

1-3
0,05-0.4
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Tabl e 11 .5 Degradability of medium concentrated municipal
wastewater (in g/m3) (after Henze et al., 2008)

The concentrations found in wastewater are a combination of poll utant load and the amount of water with
which the pollut ant is mixed. The dai ly or yea rly polluting load may thus form a good basis for an eval uation

of the composition of wastewater. The co mposition vari es sign ificant ly from one locati on to another. At a

stonnwat er components have lower concentrations compared to very diluted wastewater.

Parameter

High

Medium

Low

COD total
COD soluble
COD suspended
BOO
VFA (as acetate)
N tota l
Ammonla·N
P total
Drtho-P
TSS
VSS

1,200
480
720
560
80
100
75
25
15
600
480

750
300
450
350
30
60
45
15
10
400
320

500
200
300
230
10
30
20
6
4
250
200

First fillS" : This ca n be obse rved when the storm event occurs after a long peri od without rain , which
has allowed the sedimentation of suspended solids in the sewer system. A first flush event resuits in a
peak load ofTSS to the plant; see Fi gure 11.5. Thi s figure shows the same period as the second pal1 of
Fi gure I 1.2. Th e peak brin gs about ten tim es the normal TSS load to the plant. This number i s, however,
dependent on th e nature of the sewer system and the DWF period preceding th e event : Figure 11.5

shows that a TSS peak does not occur durin g the second storm.
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4

750
350
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15

Many treatment processes are based on biodegradation. Hence, the deg radabl e fraction is another important
characte ri stic of wastewater. Typical values are give n on Table 11 .5.
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(e.g. sett l ing, filtration). T he distribution between soluble and suspended matter i s given in Table 11.4.

Soluble

I
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~ 100 'N

The fractionation of nitroge n and phosphorus in wastewate r has an influence on the possible treatm ent options
for th e wastewate r. Since most of the nutrients are soluble, they ca nn ot be removed by solid-liquid se paration

Parameter

750
300
450
350
45
15
15

During WWF, two ph enomena typically occur (in WWTP connected to combined sewer systems):

•

Q)

Tabl e 11 .4 Distribution of soluble and suspended matter for
medium concentrated municipal wastewater (in g/m3) (after
Henze et al., 2008)

Total

180
30
150
0
2
2
0.3

570
270
300
350
43
13
14.7

COD total
COD soluble
COD partlculate
BOO
N tota l
Organic N
P total

infiltration and ex filtration during the transport of the wastewater in the sewage system.
Th e co mposition of typica l domestic/municipal wastewat er i s shown i n Tabl e 11.3 where concentrated
\Vastewater (high) represents cases \Vith low water consumption aneVor infiltration. Dil uted wastewater (Iow)
represents high water conslImption and/or infiltration. Stonnwater flllther dilutes the wastewater as most

Inert

Biodegradable

Parameter

given location the composition varies with time. Thi s is partly due to va riations in the discharged amounts of
the variolls pollutants. However, the main reasons are the variations in water consumption by households and

Table 11 .3 Typica l composition of raw municipal wastewater
with minor con tributions of industrial wastewater (in g/m3)
(after Henze et al., 2008)
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Fig ure

11.5

Illustration of the effect of wet weather flow on conductivity (dilution) and suspended solids (first

flush effect) (Henze

•

Cond uctivity {msecJcml
Suspended solids (gll)

et al.,

1995a)

Dill/ lioll : A diluting elfect occurs when th ere are l arge amounts of rainwater. Figure 11.5 illustrates this
from conducti vity measurements in a sewer. Un like the first flush, dilution occurs with all storm eve nts.
Di lution is not beneficial for WWTP as the food to micro·organism ratio can be great reduced. One way

to avoid this is to co nstruct separate sewer systems fo r wastewater and rainwater. This is, however, very
expensive, especially if a combined system is already in place.

11 .3 TREATMENT STEPS
An overview of the different treatment steps is given in Figlll'e ll.6.
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body or further polished in a tertiary treatment step where effluent li,TII'tS .
.
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or leuse 111 lIstry,. agllculture) or drinking water production. The slud e ent . h
le wa ter IS intended
called th ~ 'slu?ge hne' .
g elS t e sludge treatment step. also
The bIOlogIca l treatment is performed by the act ivated sludge process. Activated slud '
.
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that
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Figure 11 ,6 Illustration of the different treatment steps in biological wastewater treatment

11,3,1 Primary treatment
The primary treatment step consists of physical-chemical processes with the aim to remove:
• Grit and large material: this is achieved by filt ration screens with cCI1ain pore sizes (typicall y 6 mm
fo ll owed by I mm). This process is essential for membrane based systems to avoid clogging.
• Inert material: this material is not biologically degradable and accumul ates in the reactors requiring
considerable maintenance (i.e. costs). A typi cal example is sand. These units are referred to as sand
traps and exploit the hi gher density of sa nd compared to other TSS components in wastewater.
• Difficult to degrade components: examples are oil and grease. Due to bad solubility and lower density,
fat traps call be based on surface separation.
• Excess BOD: BOD is needed for nitroge n and phosphorus remova l; see below. However, if the BOO
load is too high compared to TN and TP (th e indi cative ratio is 100/1 0/1), it makes no se nse to allow
thi s excess BOD into the plant as it increases the aeration cost and sludge production. Therefore, this
excess (that is, the slowly biodegradabl e BOD) is removed in primary settlers, wh ich are sometimes
preceded by a flocculation step to en hance the primary settling. The resulting 'primary" sludge is hi gh
in energy content an d is typically sent to a sludge digester where energy can be recuperated in th e form
ofbiogas.

11,3,2 Secondary treatment
The secondary treatment step consists of two main steps: biological trcatment processes and sludge-water
separation. The latter produces water purified to a certain level that is either discharged to the receiving water

Figure 11.7 Microscopic photograph of an activated sludge floc
Tsohe. gl)'owtdh of 1l1icro-organi sms resu lts in the Illultiplication of organi sms. Next to an electron donor
(C - ul ce an an e 1ectron acceptor (0 or NO )
.'
(N
are required TI b ' . '
b 2
3 , nutll ents
, P, S) and favourable environmental conditions

.

le aSlc leact lon can e expressed in a si mplified way as fo llows:

C - sour~e + NH4 + P0 4 + 1-1+ + electron acceptor (0, or NO,)
~ BlOlllass (C, H,O, N) + by-products (H 20, CO20 N20 NO)
3

( 11.3)

; ince the ~i01llass wants to grow, a number of cOfnpounds are converted:
Orgalllc pollutants ~ CO, + biomass
• NH4 ~ NO,
• P04 ~ Poly-P stored in biomass
• Organic poll utants (primary + secondary sludge) ~ biogas (CH 4, CO,)
. The compoll~lds that a~·e c~nverted are those present in the wastewater as described

~:;c~:~~~ b~I~~!'~~O~~~:t ~;~~~ ~~.~~~;s ~;::~~;c~fa:;~e:~e ~~,~:;;e:;~iC~;i:,~~;:~el~~~ tocessra~~~v:;e ;;;i::~~:

the conversion reactiOl.l, the l at~eJ' des~ribes the ratio of COil ve rsion of the diie;.ent
Suppose the fo llOWIng reactI on tak,ng place (i.e. aerobic sewage deg radatio n):
CISH'909N

+ 0, + 1-1+ ~ C, H, O,N + CO, + H,O

CO~l~~:~I~es~cnbes the rate of
( 11.4)
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Adding this information can be done by including proportionality constants, yield or stoichiometric

The shape of thi s type of kinetics is shown in Figure 11 .8 (ri ght).

coefficients:

If the conversion rates for the different compounds are computed from the normalised reaction:

a C IS HI909N

+ b 0 , + C H+ --> d C, H,o, N + e CO, + fH,O

( t 1.5)

a CJ8H I, O, N

+ b 0 , + C J-\ + -->

I C, H, O,N

+ d CO, + e

\-1 , 0

383

( I 1.8)

assu ming Monod-type kinetics in the substrate and first order ki neti cs in the biomass concentration X (kg/m3)
Typically, one of the coeffi cients is chosen to be equal to I and the others are normalised.
A reaction does not OCC lIl' (i.e. the reaction rate is 0) when its sources or substrates (components to the

left of the arrow in any process equation) are absent. On the other hand, when all co mponents are avai lable
in excess reacti on rates are a max imum . The intermediate presence of components yields reaction
rates bet,;een 0 and th e maximum rate. This behav iour is typically de scribed by th e well-known Monod

peS) ; 1'",,,

S
SX
Ks +

th en:

eq uat ion:

C ISH' 90 , N:
0,:

S
I'(S) ; 1'",,, K

s

\-1 +:

( 11.6)

+S

(I 1.9)

- a peS)
- b peS)
- c peS)

C,J-i ,O, N:
CO,:
1-1, 0:

+

I peS)

+ d peS)
+ e peS)

( 11.10)

This means that the conversion rate of a component consists of 3 parts:
•

where I' is the reaction rate (lis)

a sign ( +/- ) dependent on whether it is used or produced

•

JLIlII1X is the maximum reaction rate ( lis)
S is a substrate that the micro organisms can degrade for energy and growth
Ks is the hat f saturation constant or affinity constant.
. '
Ks refers to that substrate concentration where the reaction rate equals half of the maxImum reactIon rate,

a stoichi ometric coefficient in the reaction
• a rate or the reaction peS)
When a compound appears in more than one reaction, the conversion rate takes one term per reaction.
Suppose the following reactions are tak ing place wi th respective reaction rates PI(S) and p, (S):
a C, s\-I190, N + b 0 , + C \-1 + --> I C, H, O, N + d CO, + e 1-1, 0
fCO, + gO, + h NI-I, + - , I C, I-I, O, N + i N0 3 + j \-1 , 0 + k H+

i.e. 1'",,,/2. This is illustrated in Figure 11 .8 (left).

(1 1. I I)

The conversion rates of those compounds occurring in both reactions are then given by
~Im a )(

C, H,O,N:
CO, :

----------------- - - --- -c:;
--:.;.
--:o-~
--~
--- ------

---+--------

,.

+ I p,(S) +
+ d PI(S)

I p, (S)
- f p, (S)

- b PI(S) - g p,(S)
- c PI(S) + k p, (S)

( 11.1 2)

The latter can be generalised for compound Si taking part in) react ions:
( 11.13)
where P; is the rate of thejth reaction in whi ch Si participates ( I/s)

s

K,

o

Vj i

s

As mentioned above, biological processes are impacted by the environmental conditions. Typical examples
of influencing factors are temperature and pH. The former changes diurnally and seasonally, whereas

Figure 11.8 Illustra tion of Monod (left) and Andrews (right) kinetics

Sometimes substrates in excess can affect the maximum reaction rate negati vely. In this case Andrews
S

s' j

Ks + S + j K/
where Kt represents the inhibition constant.

the latter can be influenced by a spi ll in an industry, but ca n also be impacted by bi ological processes li ke
(de)nitrification, cons umption of fatty acids (e.g. acetic acid) and CO,-strippi ng through aeration. Since th e

impact on conversion rates can be rather large, they need to be accounted for.
After the measurement of the conversion rates at different temperatures in a large Ilumber of sludges, the

(or Haldane) kinetics ca n be used:
II{S) ; 1'",,,

the stoichiometric coefficient for Si in the jth reaction

sign(ji) is the sign (-/+) indicating whether Si is co nsumed or produced in th ejth reacti on.

( 11.7)

solid black line along wit h a va riability band in Figure 11 .9 was found.
It can be clearly observed that in the lower temperature range the conversion rate increases with temperature.

As a rule of thumb, the conversioll rate doubles for an increase of Iooe. The exponential increasing behaviour
is not vali d anymol'e above 25°C. On the contrary, above 30°C, a decrease ca n be observed, due to the
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denaturation of enzymes (note that thi s does not apply for mesophilic and therm ophilic organi sms present in
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Growth rale

digesti on processes). However, 1110St WWTP are operated in the exponential increasing region. Hence, reacti on
rates are typicall y corrected using an exponential equati on:

(t 1. 14)

1,(7) - 1,(20) . o'(T- 'O )

Here 11(20) is the conve rsion rate at 20°C (lis)
T is the current temperature (OCl

~

Experie nce

1161

3

,/ theoretical (correspo nding to K

=0.10 'C)

~---'-----r----,----,-----,--------> pH
5
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7
8
9

4
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Figure 11.10 Illustration of the impact of pH on maximum specific growth rate of micro-organisms

/,l

Several specific biological to'eatment processes can be di stinguis hed in an acti vated sludge system:
• Aerobic organic substrate removal: This process is conducted by a consortium of heterotrophic
organi sms, that is, organi sms that use an organic C-source. Di ssolved oxygen is required as electron
acceptor resulting in

- practice

o+-__
°

1181

~-,

____-,______,-____,-__

w

m

w

~

( 11.1 6)

'Clemp

~

As can be seen, the bioma ss requires both sewage and nutrients for re spiration and cell growth. Th e

Figure 11.9 Illustration of the impact of temperature on max imum specific growth rate of micro-orga nis ms
Knowing this temperature dependency, it can be deduced that the WWTP suffers when exposed to cold
temperatures, i.e. in winter time in moderate and cold climates, when conversIOn rate~ a~e lower: ThiS means

that sludge residence times should be sufficiently high to avoid a sludge washout. Th)s IS especIall y true for

•

amount of substrate COD being built into biomass COD is referred to as the yield. Heterotrophic
organi sms exhibit a high yield ofOA g biomass CODlg substrate CO D.
Biological nitrogen removal:
An overview of the different biological nitrogen removal processes is shown in Figure 11.1!.
o
Nitrifica tion: Thi s proce ss is conducted by a consortium of autotrophic organisms, that is, organisms
that lIse an inorganic C-source such as CO2, Di ssolved oxygen is required as an electron acceptor
resulting in

slow growin g organi sms. As shown below nitrification, or the biologica! proc~ss responsibl e for .N H4-removal,
is governed by slow growing organi sms and, hence, it is vulnerable dUl"lng w1l1ter. Temperature IS, therefore, a
parameter that must be accounted for during system design.
.
..'
A similar vulnerabi lity holds for pH variati ons. Micro-organi sms have an optimal pH-range 111 \~hlch. the.lr
max imum conversion rate is a maximum, roughl y ranging from 6.5 to 8.5. Outside thi s ra nge, a detenoratlOll In
the conversion rate occurs, as illustrated in Figure 11 .10,
pH changes may occur due to processes that either produce or consume H + or when pH shocks occur in the
influent (e.g. du e to an illegal di scharge from industry). pH inhibiti on can be included ill11l0dels through

Kpll

1'(pH) = 1,(pH op ,) -K-p-H-_--I-+..I::..ro'-;l-p'' ' -p-:,.:-'opl,1

NH4 + CO,

( 11.1 7)

As can be seen, N H4 is oxidi sed to N0 3 and the reaction has an acidifying effect. Autotrophic

organisms have a lower yield: 0.24 g biomass CO Dl g N, and also ex hibit a lower growth rate.
The latter makes th em vulnerable to process disturbances such as pH , T and toxic components.
Therefore, nitrification is often the first process that is lost from an upset system, It is, however,
highl y unwanted given th e toxic nature ofNH4 when discharged to th e surface water.
The process is actually a 2-step process (NH4 ~ NO, ~ NO]) carried out by different organisms

(11.15)

It is often discarded when the sludge has enough buffer capacity (alkalinity) to avoid pH upsets. It is
recommended to account for this phenomenon when modelling industrial WWTP.

+ 0 , + ~ C, H70 ,N + NO] + H,O + H+

o

(AOB and NOB). When the first step is hampered, this can lead to a build up of NO" which is
toxic to many biological processes in the acti vated sludge system. This should be avoided. Complete
nitriAcati on consists of steps I and 2.
Dellilrijicalioll: This process is mostl y conducted by heterotrophic organi sms (DEN), although
some steps can be performed by AOB organisms as well. Unl ike aerobic organic carbon re mova l,
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denitrification only occurs in an anox ic environment, that is, when di ssolved oxygen is absent and
NO) is used as electron acceptor. The resulting reaction is

pool. To conve rt the VFA into PHA reducing equivalents are needed that are provided by deg radation of
glycogen, another storage product that is essential for biological P-removal. During the next phase, i.e.
during anoxic or aerobic conditions, PADs oxidi se the internal PHA pool and use the energy to grow,
store phosphate as polyphosphate and regenerate the glycoge n pool that they require in a next passage
under anaerobic conditi ons. Thanks to the growth of the PAOs, more P is stored than was originally
released, resulting in a net uptake of P from the wastewater.
The net reacti on is given by

(11.1 8)
which indicates the usefulness of the reac tion, i.e. the reduction of N0 3 to N, whi ch volatilises from
the system. Therefore, nitrogen is removed from the wastewater. Note that some portion of the N
is built into biomass. The reacti on has a relatively hi gh yield of 0.3 g biomass CO D / g substrate
CO D and actually performs both N and COD removal. Note that the dissolved oxygen used in
the nitrification step is reused here for the oxidation of COD via N0 3. Complete denitrification

,

VFA + P0 4 + NH4 + 0 , (+ N0 3)

consists of steps 3 to 6. Recent research has revealed th at incomplete denitri ficati on ca n lead to the
production of nitrolls oxide whi ch is a strong greenhouse gas and should be avoided.

~

Cs H,O,N + CO, + 1-1, 0 + Poly-P (+ N, )

( 11.1 9)

Also, thi s process exhibits a fairly high yield of 0.3 g bi omass CO D/g substrate COD. As can be noted,
the process performs N, P and COD removal. However, due to the complexity of the process, it is
di fficult to operate in a stable way in practice.

This recently di scovered process is performed by speci al organi sms that are capable of
oxidising NI-I4 using nitrite. It is especiall y useful as it saves both aeration and carbon additi on costs.
However, it only works if no nitrate is formed, whi ch requires a special environment to avoid step
2 in the scheme. This process is especially promi sing for high N-Ioaded wastewater strea ms (e.g.
reject water from digester supernatant).
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Figure 11.12 Illustration of the behaviour of PAOs under anaerobic (left) and aerobic/anoxic (right) conditions
(after He nze et al., 2008 )
•

NOj

Figure 11.11 Overview of the different processes involved in biological nitrogen removal (after Kampschreur

Anaerobic digestion : This process is part of the sludge treatment process. It takes settled sludges
from both the primary and secondary settler as input. The process is also complex and takes place at
an elevated temperature of 35°C where specialised organi sms (acidogens, methanogens) exhibi t their
optimal growth conditions. In a first step large dissolved molecules and particles are extracell ularly
hydrolysed into small dissolved molecules by the acidogens, thereby producing acid molecules. In a
second step, a second consortium of organisms, the methanogens, use the acids and hydrogen to produce
biogas, i.e. CH4 and CO,. The process can be summarised as

et al., 2009) (1) Ae robic ammonia oxidation (Ammonia Oxidizing Bacteria - AOB), (2) aerobic nitrite oxidation

(Nitrite Oxidizing Bacteria - NOB), (3) nitrate reduction to nitrite (denitrifie rs - DEN), (4) nitrite reduction to nitric
oxide (AOB and DEN), (5) nitric oxide reduction to nitrous oxide (AOB and DEN), (6) nitrous oxide reduction to N,
(DEN), (7) nitrogen fixation (not relevant in most WWTPs), (8) ammonium oxidation with nitrite to N, (Anammox)
•

Biol ogical P-removal: This process is also conducted by heterotrophic organisms (call ed Phosphorous
Acc umulating Organisms or PAO) and is rather complex as it requires a sequence of anae robic (absence
of 0, and N0 3) and anoxic/aerobi c condi tions. The mechani sm is illustrated in Figure 11 .12. During
anaerobic conditions, PAOs take up easi ly degradable organic substrate (volatile fatty aci ds or VFA)
and store them in the form of poly hydroxyl alka noates (PHA) inside the cell. The energy requi red by
the PAOs to take up the VFA is obtained by releasing phosphate from their internal poly-phosphate

( 11.20)
The organi sms are slow growers, however, necessitating rather long sludge ages of about 20 days.
Moreove r, H, is inhibitory and, hence, a delicate balance needs to be establi shed to keep the process
running. A more detail ed overview of the 2 steps is illustrated in Figure 11 .13.
The different required environmental conditions (anaerobi c, anoxic, aerobic) make the plant configuration
rather complex as the di ffe rent conditions are establi shed based 0 11 a spatial separation of the different
processes.
A first typical configuration that was built merely for COD-removal and nitri fi cation (if the sludge age is
high enough) consisted of a single or sequence of aerated reactors (Figure 11.14a). Thi s was common practice
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in Europe back in the 1980s, when nutrient removal was not obligatory, and is still widely observed in the
USA. However, in the 19905 European!egisiation with regard to nutrients became more strin gent and existing
plants were retrofitted to achieve nutrient removal as well , and new plants were built already containing nutrient
removal. Thi s led to a second typical configuration includi ng either pre- or post-denitrificatioll, requiring an
Erlbnl

additional anoxic tank either in front of or after the ae robic tank (Figure 11 .14b) along with a recirculation flow.
The latter only achieves N-removal, and, hence, to include bio P-removal, yet another configuration has to be
used. The latter is often referred to the UCT-process as it was designed at the Uni ve rsity of Cape Town (South
Afri ca); it adds an anaerobi c tank (Figure 11.14c). This also requires several recirculation flows.
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Figure 11 .13 The different degradation steps in anaerobic digestion of sludge
Next to these 3 configurations, a number of modified configurations have been developed in the course of the
last decades. They cannot be discussed here in detail and, therefore, the reader is referred to literature for more
deta iled information on the configurations (Tchobanoglous et al., 2003 and Henze and Comeau, 2008).
To overcome some of the shortcomings of the conventional acti vated sludge process, including the
sensitivity of some processes to sludge age and the spatially complex configurati ons needed, an alternative
technology has been developed, namely, biofilm reactors. If the residence time of organi sms in the process is
smaller than the inverse of their growth rate, the organisms are washed out of the system. Organisms try to
counteract thi s by forming either flo es that settle in the secondary clarifier or by growi ng as a biofilm attached
to a surface. Th is allows them to stay sufficiently long in the system to survive.
An old technology that uses this biofilm principle is the trickling filter. It uses plastic carrier material that
serves as surface for the biofilm to g1=OW 011. Water is then trickled over the carriers from the top, and oxygen
is provided through natural ventilation. Thi s has the advantage of being simple, performs reasonably and
exhibits cheap aeration. The latter cuts costs, making this an appealing alternative for developing countries.
Disadvantages of the technology are clogging and the attraction of fti es that feed on the biomass.

•

w• •
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{J-,- - --cc=a::a

....

b Sl•• ,

Figure 11 .14 Illustration of different typically used configurations of activated sludge systems: (a) carbon
removal and nitrification; (b) predenitrification system and (c) UCT process (screens hots courtesy of WEST®;
www.mostforwater.com)
More recent processes based on biofilm technology are Moving Bed Bio-Reactors (MBBR), integrated
Fixed-film Activated Sludge (IFAS) and (an)aerobic granule reactors.
Biofilm processes govern microbial conversion in a thin film of micro-organisms sitting 0 11 a carrier (in the
case of granule reactors, the biomass acts as carrier itself). An important feat ure of biofi lms is the diffusion
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of bulk products into th e biofilm, g iving ri se to g rad ients along the depth of the biofi lm. These gradi ents
obviously affect the actual processes taking place locally and their conversion rates. However, an advantage is
the fact that also electron acceptors like di ssolved oxygen and nitrate need to diffuse. Thi s leads to zones wi th
differe nt co nditi ons, allowing several of the previously desc ribed processes to take place in one locati on (see
Figure 11.1 5) compared to having to construct se parate tank s for all of them and use expensive recircul ation
fl ows. Instead, di ffere nt layers in the biofilm perform different processes simultaneously. As indicated in
Figure I 1.15 , di ssolve d oxygen only diffu ses to a certain depth providing only a small aerobic top layer of the
biofilm where aerobic carbon degradation and nitri ficati on can take place (reference the bump in N 1-14in thi s layer),
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So-called secondary settl ers are used with gravitational settling. Figure 11.16 shows an exampl e of a
circ ul ar clarifier (rectangular clarifiers also exist, but the principle is the same). Sludge enters th e clarifier in

the centre energy dissipation well and then flows into the fl occulation well where large floes are formed that
settle faster. The sludge then flows in radial direction towards the peripheral launder or weir. In the mean time,
the sl udge flocs ca n settle out and form a sludge blanket. The performance of the settling is depend ant on
the sludge settling properties. As th e settling ve locity is decreasi ng with increasi ng sludge concent ration, the
design sludge concentrat ion in the biological tank s is actua lly limited to 3-4 gll by the settling step.

Since N0 3 is produced in this aerobic layer, it diffuses deeper into the biofilm, resulting in an anoxic zone.
With th e prese nce of readil y biodegradabl e BOO, N0 3 is depleted. Thi s results in a third anaerob ic zo ne where

sulphate reducti on and methane formation take place (note that in the outer aerobic and anoxic layers S04 is
prod uced and meth ane is oxidised).
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Figure 11.16 Illustration of a circular secondary clarifier (a) a nd an axisymmetric s ideview (b)

Remova l

Ea Production

Figure 11.15 Illustration of the build-up of diffe rent zones due to diffusio n limitations in a biofilm

Seemingly elega nt fro m a theoreti cal point of view, making this biofilm techn ology work requires good
control of the biofilm thickness which is a tedi ous task, influenced by both biological growth and physical
forces (e.g. shea r).

Water-sludge separation
As a fina l step in the seco ndary treatment, the pu ri fied water and the sludge need to be separated. Thi s can be
achieved th rough either gravitationat settling or membrane fil tration.

The clarified water flows over the weir and forms th e effl uent of the treatm ent plant. It typicalt y co ntains a
non-settteabl e fraction which is in the order of 5- 50 mg SSII. The sludge moves towards the sludge hopper (th e
combination of th e floor slope and a sludge scraper that is attached to the bridge that rotates constantly around
the clari fie r at a stow velocity). The colt ected sludge ex hibits an elevated studge concent ration of about 8- IO g/1
and is either directly di sposed of or fed to th e sludge tre at ment line.
More detailed informati on on the working principles of secondary clarifi ers can be found in th e IWA
Scienti fic and Technical report (Eka ma et al., 1997).

An alternati ve technology that has been used in the last decade is membrane fi ltration in so-called membrane
bioreactors (M BR). Instead of gravity, this uses a pressure drop over a membrane with pore sizes smaller than the
size of a microbial cell ( I ~m). Therefore, the process is often referred to as mierofiltration. The process has some
clea r advantages: the effluent quality is superior (0 mg SS/I), biomass in the biological reactors can be operated
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at higher concentrations, which also implies a smaller footprint as less volume is required. However, the process
movement. However, these make MBRs very energy consuming. Even though the unit price of membranes has

dropped significantl y over the last decade, the technology is still twice as expensive ft"Om an operational point of
view (€ I vs €0.5/ m3 of treated water). This has kept the technology ft'om conqueling the wastewater treatment
market. MBRs are designed in two configurations, either submerged or side-stream (Figure 11 .17). The former is the
Illost widely lIsed as it does not require an additional cross-flow over the membrane unit. However, the sidestrea1l1
configumtion can be opemted with significantly higher fluxes (50 vs 20Ilm'n,), which reduces the installed
membrane surface to treat the same volume of water. Also, a vm;ety of membrane products exist. Submerged
systems either use flat sheet or hollow fibre membranes. Both operate in the outside-in mode. Side stream MBR lISe
tubular membranes. For more detailed information on MBR, see Judd, 2006 or Henze et al., 2008.
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has the major disadvantage of the fouling of the membrane surface. The latter is cured using air scour and liquid
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Figure 11.18 Illustration of the layout of the Benchmark Simulation Model no. 2 (BSM2), an example of a plantwide model (after Nopens et al., 2009)
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Figure 11.17 Illustration of the working principle of membrane bioreactors (MBR): sidestream configuration (a)
and submerged configuration (b)

Sludge line
In the early days of the activated sludge process, the excess sludge produced was directly di sposed of by
incineration, landfill or as an agricu ltural fertili ser. However, due to stricter legislation, the options of di sposing
sludge have decreased drastically in Europe. The main options remaining are incineration or sludge digestion
in which biogas and, hence, energy is recovered from this waste product.
The classic way of sludge treatment includes a sludge thickening step in order to increase the dry solids
concentration drastically. This is then followed by a sludge dewatering step, which is typically brought about by
using a coagu lation step (using polymers) and a belt press 01' centrifuge. The removed water is recycled to the
entrance of the biological tank.
A more recent practice of sludge treatment is to use digestion. The digestion step is included in between
the thickening and dewatering step; see Figure 11.1 8. Si nce the digestion step releases both Nand Pinto
the liquid, the return flow from the digester to the entrance of the plant ('reject water stream') contains high
loads of NH, and PO,. Either, this ext1i\ load should be accounted for at the plant design stage, or it should be
reduced through an additional treatment step (e.g. Sharon-Anammox). Recently, efforts have also been made to
precipitate the nutrients as struvite «NH,)MgPO,'6H,O) which allows their recovery and separation. Howeve r,
this requires additional crystallisation and separation steps.

A major difference in the dewatering effluent between the classic and digestion approach is the fact that nutlients
are again released during the digestion process. Recycling them to the entrance of the plant results in an extra
nutrient-load to the plant. This needs to be accounted for during design. Recently, efforts are being made in the fi eld
of nutrient recovery, by trying to precipitate the nutrients into struvite, wh ich can be directly reused as fertiliser.

11 .3.3 Tertiary treatment
Depending on the efflu ent requirements and the technology used, an additional treatment step might be
required. MBR technology typically delivers a superior emuent quality (with all TSS removed), however, at
a significantly higher cost. Other technologies might suffer from some remaining TSS that contributes to the
emuent quality. Typical ways of dealing with this is to add a tertiary polishing step consisting of sand filtration
(TSS removal and biofilm-based (de)nitrification), and micro- or nanofiltration . To remove micro-pollutants
ozonation 01' the addition of Powdered Activated Carbon (PAC) may be adopted, and in some situations even
reverse osmosis is appli ed to generate high purity water.
For more information on thi s matter the reader is referred to Tchobanoglous et a/. , 2003.

11.4 MODELLING OF WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANTS
In general, mathematical process modelling can be used for two purposes:
• Increase understanding of processes by testing certain hypotheses and confronting them with
experimental data. This is referred to as 'model use for process analysis'
• Use well-established models for the design of the system and optimise its operation.
Hug et al. (2009) provide a more extensive overview of objectives fo r modelling, the type of modellers and
the environment in which the modelling work takes place (Table 11.6).
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Table 11.6 Categories that structure the demands on modellers for different jobs with wastewater treatment
models (after Hug et al., 2009)
ObJecllve of model work:

Type and level of model work:

Environment for model work:

• Academic research (as
graduate student, research staff
or faculty)
• Industrial research and
development of processes and
equipment
• Plant design and optimization
• Process control
• Model-based support for plant
operation
• Model-based support for strategiC
and political decisions
• Communication of a complex or
dynamiC system behaviour
• Software development
• Approving modellng studies (e.g.
as supervising agency)
• Teaching and training with
different targets at different
levels

• Basle model users (performing
simple slmulatlons without need
for In-depth understanding,
possibly advised by advanced
model user)
• Advanced model users
(performing complex simulation
studies requiring sound
knowledge of possibilities and
limitations)
• Model developers (developing or
adjusting model equations and
structure)
• Software programmers
(Implementing models into
software, might need to deal with
user Interfaces or with numerical
solutions)
• Instructors (\reIning one of the
above listed groups of modellers)

• Universities (learning, teaching.
research)
• Consulting companies and
equipment suppliers of different
specialty and size
• Wastewater treatment plants
• Software developers and
suppliers
• Supervising agencies
• Professional organizations
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is taken from de Clercq et af. ( 1999). Here, a step is imposed on the inflow at t = 0 and an additional step in
the recycled flow after t = 0.5 h. The results show that a flow measurement at the back of the WWTP does
not continue to contain steps, but rather a smooth transition. This cannot be modelled by a fixed volume ta nk

because it would predict a step down for the decrease in inAow rate and not even notice the step down in
the recycled flow. If this is to be accounted for, there is a need to use either a detailed hydraulic model (e.g.

InfoWorks or CFD), or a va riable volume approach where
dV

dt
Qv",

=

=

QOIII -

Qil/

f(V}

1\

= o(V

f(V)

( I 1.2 1)

- V"",,} "

where V is the volume (ml)
VII/ill

is the minimum volume (mJ)

Qo", is the outflow (ml/s)

Q,,, is the inflow (ml/s)
(3 is a constant
Measurement
of flow rate

1

'I----!>---'
1-,-------+: _..",
j
Activated slu dge

Settler

Influent - - - - - ' - - - +

In this chapter the focus is on the description of models establi shed through system analysis. When
modelling a WWTP, models have to be selected to describe:
• Hydrauli cs

•

Mixing

•

Biological processes

•

Aeration

• Sludge-water separation: settling or filtration
For each process a variety of models exist ranging from very simple to very complex. The selection of the
model complexity depends on the objective of the modelling study. Hence, the problem definition is the first
issues that the modelier should resolve. The art of selecting the model complexity can be based on personal
expertise or on dedicated model selecti on techniques. The latter is, however, beyond the scope of thi s chapter
and can be fou nd elsewhere (Dochain and Vanrolieghem, 2001) . For further di scussion on these issues see
Chapter 6.
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11.4.1 Modelling hydraulics
In Chapter 5 mass balance leads to an equation consisting of a transport term and a rate term. The fonner
needs to reflect the hydraulic behaviour of the system. In a WWTP completely stirred tank reactors (CSTRs)
are oflen used. The hydraulics may not be accounted fo r in detail , implying th at incoming and outgoing flow

rates are the same and the reactor volume is therefore constant. This is a valid asslImption when steady state
system behavio ur is modelled. However, when onc is interested in accurate dynamic behaviour, more detailed
modelling is required to correctly capture the related phenomena. Thi s is illustrated by Figure 11.1 9, which

Recycle

+ - - - ---,-- - - - - , - - - - - . . . ,

o
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1.0
Tim e
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~ h)

Figure 11.19 Illustration of the measured and simulated dynamic response on a step down change in th e
influent flow rate (at t = O) and the recycle flow rate (at t = O.S h) (after De Clercq et al.. 1999)

The actual outgoing flow rate is computed based 0 11 a power law dependi ng on the degree with which
the clII'J'ent volume V exceeds the minimum volume of the tank (Vlllill ) . In the latter casc, Q OU I is zero. The
parameter f3 is determi ned by the shape of the outflow works and takes values between I and 2. When applying
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this model to the example in Figure 11 .19, a good description of the measured flow rate at the outflow can be
achieved. The variable tank approach is, however, not used frequent ly because it adds equations to the model
and slows down the computations numericall y. In some cases, such as the modelling of MBR, this approach
is recommended in order to deal with hydraulic shocks while maintaining a constant flux . If the shocks are
ignored, unrealistically high fluxes need to be allowed through the membrane.

2.0

11.4.2 Modelling of mixing

O.B
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A proper description of th e mixing in tanks can be done with the aid of the advection-dispersioll equati on:
8C(x, t)

+ U( '

,I,t

~

2

) 8C(x, t) _ D 8 C(x, t) =
8 2
P
fu
x

(I 1.22)
5

where C is the concentration (glm 3)
U is the velocity (m/s)
p is the rate or conversion term (biological sources and sinks) (g/m3/ s)
As this partial differential equation (PDE) requires specific solvers that are computationall y slow, another
approach based on a discretisation of the space may be used. This resuits in the so-called tanks-in-series (TIS) model
with k = I, ... , N

( 11.23)

where N is the number of TIS
V, is the settling velocity (m/s)
Several approaches exist to determine the number ofTIS to be used:
•

Empirical approach :

N

=

7.4 LQ. (I
WH
111

0.4

+ r)

( I 1.24)
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Figure 11.20 IlIustralion of the effect of a different number of CSTRs in series 10 describe Ihe mixing behaviour;
the y-axis represenls the residence lime distribulion (RTD), T m re presenls Ihe dimensionless time based on Ihe
mean residence lime in all N tanks
From Figure 11.20 it can be observed that using one tank gives ri se to the typical exponential decay model
response of a CSTR. Increasi ng N resuits in the build up of a peak, which becomes higher in absolute value
and whose occulTence is shifted furth er in time. Thi s is the typi ca l behaviour of a complete plug-fl ow system.
When N reaches infinity, a perfect plug flow response is approximated, that is, all the tracer appears at once at
the outlet.
An example of a tracer test performed at full-scale is shown in Figure 11. 2 1. The plant consists of 3
parallel lanes, whe re onc lanc itself consists of 2 parallel lanes. The question is: how to model thi s plant
from a hydraulic point of view. A tracer test can be performed, where a pul se of inert tracer is introduced
in the influent splilter (large arrow) and the recovered tracer is measured at the outlet of the 3 lanes
(Erlenmeyers).

where W, H , L respectively represent the dimension of the tank, i.e. width, height, length, (m)
Q,,, represents the incoming flow rate (m3/s)
r is the recycle ratio.
This is obviously a simple and cheap method of determining the number ofTIS. However, the method is

...._ _A
;,:;S;,;;:
03;...,

r

SeHler

less accurate compared to more complex approaches. It can al so be observed that the number changes

drastically during wet weather flow when Qill can increase up to 3 times.
Tracer test: An alternative approach is to perform a so-called tracer study by injecting a pulse or step
of an inert tracer at the reactor inlet. The inert nature of the tracer is important as the substance should
not be adsorbed by the sludge and should not be degraded. The time series of recovered tracer is then
measured at the outlet of the reactor under study. Model s with different numbers of TIS can then be
constructed and made to fit the observed data. This option is obviously more time-consuming and
expensive, but is morc accurate. Note that thi s also does not account for any wet weather flow, unless
the tracer test is repeated with1iifferent inflow rate conditions.
Typi cal model-based responses to tracer injection are give n in Leve nspiel (1999). The pul se injection case
is reproduced in Figure 11.20. It should be noted that any recycling should be switched off whe n performing a
tracer test to allow for the simple interpretation of the tracer test data.
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Figure 11.21 IlI ustralion of the setup of a tracer sludy: poinl of Iracer addition (large arrow) and sampling pOinls
(Erlenmeyers)
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The results of the recovered tracer concentration ve rsus the time of occurrence in lane ASO l with different
TIS models are shown in Figure 11.22. It can be observed that using one TIS is not sufficient to model the
mi xing behaviour. However, when using two TI S with different volumes, the performance of the model is
satisfactory. Simi lar results are obtained for the ot her 2 lanes. Note that different vo lume reactors are often

required to fit the data.
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a line through the origi n wi th slope 45° should be found . It can clearly be observed that this is the case for
lanes I and 3. However, lane 2 ex hibits a much larger sludge concentration, suggesting that a higher sludge
load IS g0111g to that lane. Closer investigation of the influent splitting wo rks reveals shortcut flows of both
the influent and the return activated sludge from the secondary settlers. Accounting for this results in the
sl ightly modified model configurati on (Figure 11 .23 right) including a more detailed influent splitting wo rks
descripti on.
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Figure 11 .23 Illustration of how to acco unt for flaws in a flow splitter (for explanation, see text)
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Figure 11.22 Illustration of model fits to RTDs in lane 1 recorded using a tracer test: using 1 CSTR (top) and
2 CSTRs in series (bottom)
The configuration that can then be used in a simul ator platform is given in Figure 11.23. As can be seen, all
lanes can be modelled using two TIS ; a tota l of 8 CSTRs is needed to model the system.
Flow splitting works also deserve some attention when modell ing WWTP. Splitting works are typically
modell ed as ideal flow spiitters, Howeve r, in reality thi s is oft en not the case, and thi s ca n have a huge
impact on the calibration part of a WWTP modelling exercise. One elegant way to investigate an influent
splitting wo rk is to investigate the sludge concentrations that occur in the different lanes. Theoretically,
these should be the same when an equal loading is provided. The respective sludge concentrations in the
different lanes for the previous example are given in Figure 11.24. In the case of an equal fl ow distribution,
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Figure 11.24 Illustration of differences in sludge concentration in different lanes caused by an improperly
functioning flow splitting works
Another instrllcti ve example of a tracer test is shown in Figure I 1.25 where samples are taken at different
locations along a reactor. This clearly ill ustrates the abil ity of the TIS approach to model the mixing behavioUl'.
With regard to setting lip a tracer ex periment, some recommendations can be formulated:
• Choice of tracer: the tracer should be a non-biodegradable, non-adsorbing compound. Often used tracer
materials are a Lithium salt and rhodamine.
• Injection of the tracer: the tracer should be injected as close as possible to the entrance of the reactor
under study
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•

Data collection: samples should be taken as close as possible to the exit of the reactor under study.
Samples should be collected at least during three times the hydraul ic residence time, During this period
abo ut 20- 50 samples should be taken,
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From Figure 11 ,26, the fo llowing processes can be deduced to take place:
• Heterotrophic aerobic growth on readily biodegradable substrate (Ss)

Figure 11 ,25 Conductivity measurements at different locations along a long reactor and a TIS-model describing
the mixing properties of the reactor

I
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11 .4.3 Biological process modelling
Modelling of the biological processes in acti vated sludge started back in the 1970s and 1980s, The Arst milestone
was the Acti vated Sludge Model no, I - ASMI (Henze el ai" 1987), This was published as a Scienti Ac and
Technical Rep0l1 from IAWQ and was innovative in respect to:
•
nomenclature: all soluble component s we re addresse d by a capital IS' , whereas particlIl ate materi al
carried the capital 'X ', Recently, an extension of thi s standardized nomenclature has been presented
(Corominas and Rieger, 20 I0)
• the goal of the model and, hence, its focus was on a good prediction of sludge production, oxygen
consumption and nitrogen removal

•

the COD based modelling: as mentioned above, when using COD, it is possible to close the mass
balance, which is 11 0t possible for BOO, for example.
• the use of a Gujer matrix for the compact representation of a set of ordinary differenti al equations; an
example ofa Gujer matrix is given in Figure 11. 26, which is composed of the fo llowing parts:
J
the left column li sts all } processes accounted for in the model
o
the top row li sts all the i different components taking part in the processes
o the ri ght most column lists the process rates fo r the respective processes in the left column
o the core part of the matri x represents the stoichiometric coeffi cients.
o
the right bottom cell indicates the kineti c (occurring in the right column) and the stoichiometric
(occurring in the matrix core cell s) parameters
o the bottom row indicates the uni ts that the different components are expressed in .
From the Gujer matrix one can derive the conversion term of the mass balances for all components by
summing all the products of the stoichiometric coefficient vlj of process} and the respecti ve process rate Pj
(only the process in which the component i takes part),

•

-

s

x

+ ~ SO __I_',-,-K,--,+,-,S,-'_~, X B

( 11.25)

Y

where Y is the yield coefficient, i,e, the amount of biomass produced per unit substrate Ss
The equati on is normali sed to produce I mol e ofbi omass
Bi omass decay
( 11. 26)

The equation expresses the amo unt of di ssolved oxygen that is requi red fo r endogenous respiration (i,e,
respiration in the absence of an exogenous substrate). Note that we do not need to know what the biomass
decays into"
When all the compounds are expressed in consistent units, all horizontal sums of the stoichiometric rows
should equal 0, which otherwise provides a verification of mass leaks, This is called the conti nuity check, It
can easi ly be velified that continuity is maintained for both processes and, hence, the entire model (note that
oxygen is expressed as negative COD),
Finally, the mass balances fo r the 3 components can be written down easily using the Petersen matrix:
• Biomass XB
dX II _ Q
- - - -(XII'" - XII)
dl
V
'

+I

{<Ss

Ks

+ Ss

XB

-

IbX B

( 11.27)

where I' is the growth rate ( IIs)
The first term on the right hand side is the transp0l1 term (not de ri vable from the Petersen matrix),
Term 2 and 3 are the respect ive contri butions of the processes I and 2 to the conversion rate of Xn. The
stoichiometric coeffi cients are shown explicitly for clarity.
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•

Readily degradable substrate Ss
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into small molecules that the membrane can accommodate. In the top group of processes in Figure 11 28
.
I
.
. are
tIle processes gove rlllng tIe IlIt roge n removal. Ammonium (SNH) is used along with di ssolved oxygen (S )
.
to
· b'lomass (X)
produce autotrop IlIC
A and IlIt rate (S,vo). XA fur ther decays partially into particulate inerts (X)
particulate biodegradable COD (Xs).
I and

°

( 11. 28)

•

There is only one process consuming Ss.
Dissolved oxygen So

dSo = Q (S . - S )
dl
V O,m

°

_ !....::...2':
Y

i'Ss
X,! - IbX
B
Ks + Ss

Tota l

COD

I

( I 1.29)

Nonbiodegradable

COD

Two processes are consuming di ssolved oxygen. As SO';II is typically zero, a term for aerat ion should be
added, Thi s process is, however, modelled separately ~l1ld not included in the Gujer Matrix.
Aeration can be modelled in different ways. An often used model is one based on the oxygen transfer
coefficient kIP. This coefficient is the product of kL, the oxygen mass transfer coefficient from gas to water, and
at the surface area of the gas· water interface. It is therefore a measure for the amount of O2 that is transferred
from the gas phase to the liquid phase, where it becomes avai lable for the biomass. Different aeratio n systems
are used. Surface aerators bring the liquid in close contact with the headspace air (e.g. by splash ing droplets
into the ai r). Fine bubble diffusers are installed at the bottom of a tank and blow in compressed ail' as bubbles.
For both systems the following reaeration model can be used (and is added as a term in the So mass balance of
the ASM type models) expressed as Specific Oxygen Transfer Rate (SOTR - g O,ll/d):
(I 1.30)

11

I

The other parameter used in this model, SO,Stlt is the saturated dissolved oxygen concentration in water. The
reaeration rate is therefore dependent on the driving force being the difference between the actual So and
the saturated dissolved oxygen concentration and the oxygen mass transfer. The saturated dissolved oxygen
concentration is heavi ly dependent on temperature, whereas kLa depends on sludge concentration.
The different COD components considered in ASM I are given in Figure 11.27.
As can be observed, the total COD is broken down into 3 main fractions: biodegradable, non-biodegradable
and acti ve biomass. The former two fractions are further split into soluble and particulate fract ions yielding
• soluble (readily) biodegradable COD: Ss
• particulate (slowly) biodegradable COD: Xs
• soluble inert COD: Ss
• particulate inert COD: Xs
The biomass COD is split up into a heterotrophic (XOH or Xli) and an autotrophic portion (XB" or X,,), both
governing specific processes as explained above.
The flow of COD in ASM I is shown in Figure 11.28.
As can be observed, a readily biodegradable substrate Ss is used as a substrate in the aerobic growth of
the heterotrophic biomass Xli' The- latter decays and produces a fraction that is slowly biodegradable (Xs)
and a fraction that is inert, whi ch accumul ates in the system. Xs, originating from biomass decay and also
present in the influent can be hydrolysed back to Ss. Hydrolysis is the process where biomass produces
enzymes to break down la rge molecules that are too large for them to take up through their cell membrane

Figure 11.27 COD compone nts of ASM1
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Figure 11.28 Flow of COD in ASM 1
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,O'VS'S

8.

Ammonification

xNO

The different N compone nts considered in ASM I are given in Figure 11.29. Total nitrogen is the su m of
nitrnte (S,vo) and total Kjeldahl-N (TKN). The latter is further broken down into ammoniu m S,vH, organically
bound N and active biomass N (XNB), (the latter not being an actual co mponent in ASM I, but merely defined
throu gh a N-fraction of biomass (i.e. 8%». The orga nicall y bound N is partitioned further into soluble and
particulate fractions whi ch both have their biodegradable (SND and XND) and non-biodegradable (S,v, and XN/)
fractions. Again, the latter two are not actual components, but rather fractions.
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Finall y, the complete Gujer matrix of ASM I is given in Figure 11.31. It consists of 8 processes, 13

components and has 19 parameters.
in the literature many extensions of ASMl are available such as the inclusion of2-step nitrification . This is
beyond the scope of this introduction and the reader is referred to the specific literature.
DUling the 1990s more stringent effluent limits for nutrients (both Nand P) came into force. This led to the
development ofa follow-up model: ASM2 (Henze et al., 1995a). It reused the concepts of ASM I and its major

assets are
•

combined processes for COD, N rtnd P removal

•

a cell internal structure using an 'average' composition

•

a TSS state variable in place of X

•

chemical precipitation
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In a similar way as for CO D, the flow of nitrogen in ASM 1 can be summarised in a self-explanatory graph;
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It is beyond the scope of this introduction to describe ASM2 in detail. Some specifications are given instead.
The Gujer Matrix of ASM2 contains 19 processes and 19 components and not all variables are determined
upfront. Continuity is guaranteed for COD, N, P and charge. ASM2d is a minor extension of the original ASM2
including anoxic P-uptake and PAO growth which was not included in ASM2, but yet observed in practice
(Henze el al., 1999). Therefore, ASM2d is the most frequently used model when a system including bio-p
removal is to be modelled.
ASM3 was introduced in 2000 (Henze el al., 2000a). This is merely a rewlite of ASM I correcting some
deficiencies observed during 10 years of using ASM I in practice. Two major changes in concept were made:
• Endogenolls respiration instead of death-regeneration
• Shift from hydrolysis to storage ~ cell internal components
Continuity is guaranteed for COD, N and charge.
A summary of the family of ASM models and their applicability is given in Table 11.7.

Table 11.7 Overview of the specific features and applicability of the ASM family
of models
Model

Used for

ASM1
ASM2
ASM2d
ASM3

COD and N removal, death-regeneration
COD, Nand P removal
Extension of ASM2 with anoxic P·uptake
COD and N removal, endogenous respiration; metabolic storage

Nowadays ASM I is still the most widely used model in practice since it has proven its robustness and has a
rather limited number of parameters compared to ASM2 and ASM3. More details of all models can be found in
Henze el al., 2000a and Henze el al., 2008.
Next to the ASM models, a dedicated model for anaerobic digestion has been developed (Anaerobic
Digestion Model NI' I, ADM I). This is not discussed here, but details can be found in Batstone el al. (2002).

11.4.4 Settler modelling
There are several incentives for modeling primary and secondary settling processes. A review of different
settling models can be found in Ekama el at. (1997).
For primary clarifiers, a good prediction of the load (and CODIN ratio) leaving the primary clarifier and
entering the activated sludge reactors is of great importance as there is an optimum for efficient N-removal.
Fot' secondary settlers incentives are:

• a sludge balance between biological tanks and clarifiers
• the dynamics of sludge motion between biological tanks and settler
• effluent quality (effluent suspended solids - ESS)
• settler performance: sludge blanket height (SBH)
• the introduction of control systems for polymer dosage in case of bad settling
• sludge production (thickening)
• settler design: placement of baffles
Settler models are classified according to their spatial detail:
• OD (point settler)
• ID (homogeneous in x- and y-di rection)
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• 20 (homogeneous in y-direction)
• 3D (non-homogeneous)
Besides their spatial description, settler models use a settling velocity model. This is discussed below. In
some cases also processes can be included, Examples are the inclusion ofhydro\ysis ill primary settler models
and the inclusion of denitrification in secondary sett ler models to predict the amount of N2 production which
could generate rising sludge (N,.bubbles take sludge flocs to the surface of the clarifier). In what follows , some
of the important settling models are disclIssed in more detail.
OD·models or point settlers are ideal separators without volume. A point settler can be regarded as an ideal
flow splitter, thereby conserving mass. The model is given by
Q r X f /,,, = Q,!! X ,1/
Qf X r (l - /,,, ) = Q"X"

( 11.31 )

where Qfand Xr respectively represent the feed flow (m3/s) and feed concentration (g/m3) to the settler,
IllSis the Ilon-settleable fraction.
Q,g-and X'if are the respective effluent flow rate (m3/s) and effluent suspended solids (g/m3)
Q" and X" are the respective underflow flow rate (m3/s) and underflow sludge concentration (g/m3)
The only degree of freedom or parameter is the non-settleable fraction, which can in some models be an
increasing function of flow rate to mimk the effect of turbulence in the settler which affects the ESS. The
major advantage is its simplicity and it can therefore be used if none of the above incentives is part of the
mode ling exercise. However, the major problem of this model is that it has no residence time. Some fixe s have
been proposed to correct this problem:
• point settler with volume mimicking the sludge retention using a number of CSTRs with the following
equation
( 11.32)
•

point settler sequenced by a volume representing the sludge blanket ID-models discretise the 1-0 rOE

ax = .i. [D ax) _ .i. (V X) al az az az'

RX

( 11.33)

using a finite difference method for the first derivative:

ax
az

(X(j) - X(j

+ I))

.

h

The latter is multiplied by the sludge settling velocity V" which is discussed below. This assumes that X is
uniform in the horizontal plane and that no vertical dispersion occurs CD = 0). Moreover, R is often ignored
assuming no biological reactions. The discretisation of the ID-model is illustrated in Figure 11 .32. 10 layers
are chosen, where layer 6 is used as the influent layer. The resemblance of the discretised model to the actual
solution of the ID-PDE is illustrated in Figure 11.33. The left figme shows the fit of a discretised IO-layer
model to an experimental data set. The right figure shows the PDE-solution for different values of the dispersion
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coefficient D. It can be observed that both model outputs are simi lar. It seems that the di spersion coe ffi cient is
inversely re lated to the number of layers in th e model. The fi gures also illustrate what type of information is
provided by a I D settl er model : efAuent and underfl ow sludge concentrations, sludge bl anket height and total
sludge mass.
In
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20 and 3D models solve the Navier-Stokes equations for fluid dy namics. These are discussed ' S .
.
. . . .
III ectlOll
5.2.1 .. A typical output of a computational flUid dynami Cs (CFO) clanfier model is given in Figure 11 .34. It
contains detailed 2D IIlfOnnatlO1l concerning velocity and solids concentratioll , and clearly shows th

" gradient.
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Figure 11.34 Illustration of a typical2D-settler model output using Computational Fluid Dynamics

Figure 11 ,32 Illustration of the discretisation of the 1D settler model
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Next to the spatial detail! settling models need an expression for the settling velocity Vs. The latter is a
sludge property and i s typi ca lly measured using a batch settling test. The latter uses a I L cylinder whe re the
sludge is allowed to settle and the supernatant-sludge interface is recorded versus time. This resuits in batch
settling curves as illustrat ed in Figure 11.35.
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Figure 11 .33 1D-settler performance of th e 10-layer discretised model (left) and the PDE solution for different
va lues of D (right)

Figure 11 ,35 Batch settling cu rves for different initial sludge concentrations (from bottom to top: 3; 5; 7.7; 9.7;
12.7 and 1S.6g/L).
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The curve consists of a couple of phases. After an initial transient phase, there is a linear part c, which
is called the hindered settling velocity. Thi s means that the sludge is not in contact, but the flocs can sense
one another during settling. Thi s linear part is used as a measure for the settling velocity V,. After a while,
compression settling kicks in, that is, the sludge floes are actually in contact with one another and feel a
resistance to further settlement. The way the curve then behaves depends on the compression properties of the
sludge. It is clear that the batch settling curves change shape when the initi al sludge concentra tion is altered.
Higher concentrati ons result in less steep slopes, indicating slower settling. The different lincar slopes are then
typically plotted against the sludge concentration.
Several models have been proposed to fit Vs versus X datasets. The 1110st widely lIsed arc:
• Vesilind ( 1968):
( 11.34)
•

Takacs e1 al. ( 199 1):
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outflow of these components to the effluent. There are three options to deal with this:
• The solubles residence time is not modeled as such: this can be used when the time delay of the solubles
in the efflu ent is of 11 0 interest
• The solu bles residence time is modeled as a CSTR, which is able to mimic the delay to the effluent by
introducing a minimal number of equati ons (i .e. one equation per soluble component, or 6 additional
equations in the case of ASM I)
• A mass balance is written down for every soluble component in each layer of the model. Thi s is the most
detail ed way of handling the probl em, but introduces more equati ons to the system (i.e. 9 additional
equations per soluble component, or 54 additiona l equations in the case of AS M 1)
The effect of using a di ffe rent number of layers for solubl e components is illustrated for ammonium in
Figure 11 .37 for the th,.ee cases above.
14
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Both models are illustrated in Fi gure I t .36. The latter model is actuall y an extension of the former,
correcting for the ridiculously large settling velocities predi cted by the Vesilind equati on at small sludge
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Figure 11 .36 Illustration of the Vesilind equation (black) a nd the Takacs (blue) settling models
The spati al model combined with the sludge settling velocity models make up the typicall y used setller
models and can predict the fate of particulate material in clarifiers.

Possible extensions
Next to the fate of particulates, there is also a need to deal with soluble materials because clarifiers typically
have a large volume and therefore cause the solubles to have a residence time which causes a delay in the

Also, specific treatment is necessary for the particulate material. The reason for this is that in ASM several
pal1iculate components are present, whereas in the settler model only the TSS concentration is used. There are
again three ways of dealing with the problem:
• A step response for a parti culate component is defin ed and used to construct the dynamics of the settler
underflow for that particulate component
• A lump-delump approach can be used to lump (i.e. sum) the di ffe rent parti cul ate components. During
this lumping, the fractions of the different components are computed and stored. At the underflow, the
different components are reconstructed from the same fl'flctions depending on the predicted underflow
sludge cOllcentration .
• A propagation approach can be lIsed in which for each layer a mass balance is written down for each
particulate component. Aga in, thi s is the best way of dealing with the problem, albeit again adding more
equations.
In both cases, the most sophisticated implementation is needed when modelling biological reactions in what
are often called reactive settler models. These models predict denitrification acti.vity which produces nitrogen
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gas production rates that can be coupl ed with loss of sludge through flotation . This process is illustrated in
Figure I 1.38.
0.7 , - - - - ; - -- ---;------,---.------,
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When this exercise is repeated for different sludge concentrations, a three dimensional graph is obtained as
shown in Figure 11 .40. In order to incorporate these results into a settler model, an empirical relationship ca n
be sought between the settling velocity, the sludge concent ration and the polymer addition. For the case shown,
th is was fOllnd to be:
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I O.5ge- X /(1 .541'+2. 5)

( 11.36)
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Figure 11 .38 Ill ustration of the de nitrification impact on sludge blanket height prediction in a reactive settler
model
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A second example of reactive settlers is the modeling of hydrolysis and ammonificati on processes in
primary se ttl ers,

A fina l model extension is for a polymer dosage. The idea is that the settling parameters are depende nt on
the polymer concentration. The efTect of the polymer concentration on the parameters is modell ed to deduce
the clarifier performance. This can be achieved by measuring the batch settling curves after the addition of
different concentrations of the polymer, and repeating the measurements foJ' different sludge concentrations. An
illustrat ion of polymer addition at a fixed sludge concentration is shown in Figure 11.39. As can be observed;
the settling velocity (i.e. slope of the linear part of the batch settling curve) increases as the polymer dosage
increases.
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11.4.5 Membrane filtration modelling
The detai l with which the filtrati on step is modell ed depends on the goal of the study. If there is no interest in
the fi ltration behaviour of the plant, a perfect settler model can be used with a non-settleable fracti on of zero
(i .e. complete rete ntion of solids). In this case, nothing can be said abollt the filtration efficiency or the dynamic
variation of the transmembrane pressure (TM P). If the latter is needed, a more sophisticated model should be
used. However, research is currently ongoing to develop these models. Most of them are based on Oarcy's law.
This gives the relationship between the pressllre drop over the membrane and the permeate viscosity, filtration
flux and the several contributions to the filtration resistance:

+ R" ", + Rc)

( 11.37)

where Rill is the membrane resistance (I/m)
R" " the irreversible fou li ng resistance ( 1/01)
Rc the filter ca ke resistance ( I/m)
The former, al so referred to as the clea n water resistance, is easily determined by fi ltering clean water over
a virgin membrane and logging the pressure drop versus the flux. The second resistance is due to pore blocking
and is rel ated to the reducti on in the available membrane surface for acti ve filtration , which can be modeled
using a simple mass ba lance:
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Figure 11.40 Three dime nsional effect of polymer addition on batch settling curves at different sludge concentrations
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Figure 11 .39 Illustration of the effect of polymer addition on batch settling curves at one sludge concentration
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where Ao is the clean memb ra ne surface (m' )
A(t) is the dynamic evolution of the memb ra ne surface (m' )
a COD is the fouling propensity of the sludge wa ter COD (m' /g)
Cb is the bulk water CO D concentration (g/m3)
Q is the fi ltration flow rate (m3/s)
The contribution of the cake layer to the fi ltration resistance is based in the fi lter cake mass and its
permeabi lity. Also here, a mass balance can be used for the fi lter cake mass dynamics, which in its turn is
dependent on the fraction of the bulk COD that is able to reach the filter cake. Thi s can be empirically related
to the criti cal flu x and the shear:
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Finally, Figure 11.42 illustrates long-term dynamic TMP. Thi s illustrates the evolution of the irreversible
fouling.
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Figure 11.42 Illustration of long-term dynamic TMP (after Jiang, 2007)

11 ,5 SIMULATION SOFTWARE
A wastewater treatment simul ator is software that all ows the modeller to simulate a wastewater treatment
configuration. A detail ed overview of simul ators can be found in Olsson and Newell (1 999) and Copp
(2002). General plll'pose simulators can be di stingui shed from specific wastewater treatment simulators.
The fo rmer exhibit a high degree of fl exibility, but the modell er has to supply the models that are to be
used. Hence, the use of a specific software product depends on the skills of the modeller. However, every
modeller should at least know what the model he or she is using contai ns. Blindly usi ng models wi thout
knowi ng thei r content is dangerous, or quoting Rieger el al. (20 10): 'a powerful tool is a more dangero us
tool: it pl aces more responsibil ity 0 11 the craftsmen who forge it, and requires a well trained operator for its
efficient use' .
Examples of speci fic commercial wastewater treatment si mu lators are (in alphabetical order):
• www.wrcplc.co.uklsoftware
• WEST (www.mostforwater.com)
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is fi lter cake permeability,
Ao is the clean membrane surface (1112)
Rc is the filter cake resistance (I/m)
Q is the infiltrati on fl ow rate (m3/s)
11'(1) is the dynamic filte r cake mass (kg)
Cd is the COD fracti on that is able to reach the membrane
Jf. is the current operational flu x (IIm'/h)
Jm is the critical flu x above which all particulate material deposits on the membrane (1/1112/h)
n is a fittin g parameter.
An illustrati on of the model to predict cycli c dynamic transmembrane pressure between two backwash
events is shown in Figure 1104 1. Thi s illustrates that the TMP-increase betwee n two backwash events gradually
increases in slope, indi cating irreversible fouling. Once a certain maximum TMP is reached, a chemical
cleaning is required. The slope itself depends on the cake fi ltration.
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Fig ure 11.41 Ill ustration of short-te rm cyclic dynamic TMP (afte r Jiang, 2007)

Wastewater technology is moving forwa rd ill many directions. It foc uses on increasing the performance of the
existing systems in many classical facets including resource consumption (energy, chemicals, construction
materials, ... ) and environmental impact (COD, nitrogen, phosphorus, .. .). Increasingly, the use of improved
operation schemes involving automatic control is supplementing improved design approaches to reach these
objecti ves. For both approaches (operation and design) models have tu rned out to be key tool s and there has
been widespread acceptance of them in practice during the last decade.
The wastewater engi neer is however, faced with increasi ng chall enges: he needs to be aware of a multitude
of design options (configurations) and operation modes. He must be able to discuss with control engineers
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and think along with them to increase process performance and he must be able to use ad vanced (dynamic)
modelling tools to support the design and operation scheme he proposes.
But there is more to come and in some instances the challenge has already materialised. For instance, the
horizon of the wastewater engineer is receding further and further away. Plant-wide modelling becomes a
standard and requires the engineer to evaluate all aspects of a treatment plant, in particular the sludge treatment
train (thickening, dewatering, digestion, ... ) and the return liquors (sidestreams) that affect the water line of
the treatment plant. He must now be able to install sidestl'cam treatment systems (Anammox, Babe, Demon,
OLAND, Sharon, ... ) that are efficient on their own to deal with, for instance, the nitrogen load coming from
digesters. Modelling challenges are such that the engineer must either be able to master a supermodel which
follows all the relevant components throughout the plant or he must be able to set up interfaces between
more traditional models (e.g. ASM I and ADM I) so that the material Aows between water and sludge line are
properly described.
There are also developments in wnstewater technology due to new environmental concerns. Attention is
increasingly being given to micropollutants, in parti cular to such chemicals as personal care products, heavy
metals, endocrine di srupting compounds, pharmaceutical s, etc. This is leading to the development of a wide
range ef new treatment technologies involving ozonation, activated carbon adsorption, membrane filtration , etc.
Corresponding models are starting to be developed, but much basic research is still required to master these
new technologies. In any case, the challenge is for the wastewater engineer to get to grips with the technology
tool box that is being developed.
Another important development is the rapidly increasing time span over which a treatment plant is being
evaluated in detail. Awareness of climate change is bei ng introduced in the evaluation of treatme nt plants, not
on ly in terms of how the plant is exposed to the effects of climate change (e.g. through more extreme rain
events) but also to what extent the plant is contributing to climate change through its resource use (energy,
chemicals, .. .) and directly to greenhouse gas emi ssions (methane, nitrous oxide, ... ). The first models that
eva luate greenhollse gas emissions and perform life cycle assessments to evaluate the overall impacts of
treatment systems are being applied; these can be expected to become mainstream in years to come.
Finally, we may be at a brink of a paradigm shift in wastewater treatment: Sustainability demands that we
acknowledge wastewater as a renewable resource from which water, material s (e.g., nutrients, bioplastics), aud
energy can be recovered. By shifting away from today's paradigm, which focuses on what must be removed
from wastewater, to a new paradigm focu sing on what can be recovered, treatment systems may begin to be
described as resource recovery systems - a conceptual transformation that could allow the perceived impact of
wastewater on communities to become a positive contribution,

11.7 CASE STUDY: UPGRADING LARGE WASTEWATER TREATMENT
PLANTS: USE OF MODELLING AS A DECISION-MAKING TOOL IN
SARAJEVO (BOZNIA AND HERCEGOVINA)
11 .7.1 Introduction
Since the introduction of activated sludge model s (i-Ienze et al. , 1987 and Henze el al., 2000a), mathematical
modelling has become an irreplaceable tool for the upgrade, retrofit, troubleshooting and optimization of
wastewater treatment plants (Brdjanovic el al., 2000; Pinzon el al., 2007; Brdjanovic et al., 2007 and Henze and
Comeau, 2008). This case study describes the use of mathematical model s in a decision-making process concerning
the reconstruction of a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) in the city of Sarajevo, the capital of Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
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11 .7.2 Modelling of Sarajevo sewage system
The Sarajevo s.e\~age .system includes. a sanitary sewage system and a rainwater drainage system (the total
length of se weI pIpes In both systems IS about 1,000km with diameters up to 1.80 m). Alt hough in themy the
systerns are sep~rate, the~ suffers from cross connections, excessive infiltration and backflow from the ri ver.
The WWTP (with a maXI1~"I111 Aow of 4.3 m' /s and a designed capacity of 600,000 PE) was constructed in
1984 as a conve ntlon.al activated sludge system for the removal of suspended solids (SS) and organic matter
(COD) WIth anaerobIC sludge digestion and biogas reuse for energy production. The plant was operational
fI 0111 1984 .ulltll 1992. Severe ~roble111s were occasionally experiellced because of an excessive accumulation
of ~and, grIt ~Ild ~l'av~.l at the l11lct to .the plant .. Therefore, the plant operation Wfl S often interrupted, usually
dUl1ng and/OI aftel pell ods of heavy ra111 or melt111g snow (Peric el al. , 1991). Several mitigation studies (Peric
el al. , .1991 and JICA, 1999): eW have been carned out so far and all recommend the construction of a large
sand tlap UI front of the eX.lSt111g 111let. However, the inlet is only the place where the problem is manifested; it
IS not necessarily the locatIon of Its Orlg111 . A recent model-based sediment transport study (OHI , 2009), usi ng
the DHI soft~vare package MIK E URBANo, showed that indeed it may well be feasible to build several smaller
sand traps wlthl11 the sewer networks as an alternative to the centralized solution from the '90s.
The WWTP has been out of operation since 1992 as a result of devastation during the recent war ( 1992.1995). Untreated sewage has b~en dlScharg111g to the nearby river for almost two decades. The local government
IS currently planmng to rehabdltate both a part of the network (addressing the sediment transport issue too) and
the ~WTP, under the ~ramew~rk of a substantial reconstruction programme to be financed by a loan from the
WoJld Bank. FOllr 1118 111 questions arose during the decision-making process regarding the WWTP, namely:
(I) should the plant be reconstructed in its origina l s tate as in 1984?, (ii) should it be upgraded by nutrientremoval (n1ll?oge.n. and phosphorus) facdlt les to satISfy more stringent efAuent requirements (EU standards)
111 the futllle., (11/) what IS the most appropriate technologIcal process to be appli ed?, and (iv) what are the
pOSSible extent and scope of the reconstruction, given the available financial resources?
. The~e questions were addressed (ASM Design, 2009) by the application of ASM m~dels incorpmated in the
snllulatlOn soHware BIOWlno of EnviroSim Associates Ltd ; see Figure 11.43. In total, a dozen technologica l
and eng111eellng optIOns (FIgure 11.44) were conSIdered, which took into accou nt the miginal design, the
present and future compOSItIon and quantity of sewage (up to 2030), the choice of wastewater treatment
technology (~n e~lstl1l~ anoxic-oxi~ A/O system, or a future upgrade to an allaerobic-anoxic-oxic A20/UCT
system or OXIdation d1l ch/C~rou sel system), the choice of an aeration system (ex isting surface aeration by
turbllles, or an alt~rna{lve with fine bubbles aeration by ail' diffusers), and the amount and composition of the
sludge (and later blOgas) generated in the process.
The model simulation showed that for all the scenarios which involve the adoption of EU standards for
~utnent remova l, th~ ~X I Stl~lg plant will no~ .be able to achieve these standards. Therefore even for minimal
mprovement (e.g. 11ItnficatlOn), a large additIOnal volume and aeration capacity is required. In order to reach
such standards the sludge age needs to be extended from the designed 2- 3 days to 10- 15 days and the activated
:Iudge sectIOn n~edsto be 3- 5 times the current volume. Furthermore, 150% of the current secondary settling
olume wdl be leqlllred. ExtenSIon by one, and later another, secondary settling tank will be necessary. The
~tUdy showed !hat by tI~e reconstruction ~f the pr!l11ar~ treatment unit s, a reduction of all equivalent load of
20,000 PE wd l be ach Ieved. ReconstructIOn of dIgestIon to a full anaerobic digestion and biogas production
as I". the ongl11al deSIgn WIll also be necessary. Operating the existing aeration tanks with a diffused bubble
:eratlOn system wd l result 111 BOO, COD and SS concentrations in the efAuent of below 25, 125 and 35 mg/L,
,:spectlvel y. It IS pOSSIble to e.xtend the eXlStl11g AIO plant by an additiona l tank volume of 48.000m' and
Irofit It I11tO an A20 (UCT) plOcess to reach a nutnent level 111 the efflu ent of IOmgN/L and I mgP/L (current
EU standards for plants larger than 100,000 PE) .
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The study clearly shows the usefulness of mathematical modell ing in a decision-making process regardi ng
investments in urban infrastructure in whi ch a compromise often has to be sought between the prioritizat ion of
investme nts and the envirollmental benefits, as is th e case in thi s study,
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Figure 11 .44 Overview of scenarios examined in this model-based study

The study concludes that: (i) by reconstruction back to its original state and the replacem~nt of surface
aeration by a diffused air system the plant will be able to reac h th e current local standards ]'e~a rdll1 g suspend~d
solids and orga ni c matter; (ii) in th e case of the requirement for nutri ent removal t~le plan~ WIll need sub~tal1tJaI
upgrade in terms of vo lume and aeration capaci ty ; (iii) the existing AID system IS consIdered a~pro~ nate ,for
current effluent quality standards, howe ver th e most appropriate technological process to be appll ed ~ncludlng
nutrient removal is the modified UCT process (A20); and (iv) based on the results of tillS study It Will be
possible to determine the scope of the reconstruction to match the avai lable fi nancial resources, gIven that the
costs of preferred opti ons are known,

Activated sludge
Aerobic
Anaerobic
Anammox
AS M1 , ASM2, ASM3
Biofilm
Biofilter
Biological Oxygen Demand
Biomass
Chemical Oxygen Demand
Denitrification
Dilution
Dry weath er flow

Eutrophication
Exfiltration
First flu sh
Floc
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Infiltration
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Micro-organisms
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Nitrogen
Nutrient
Phosphorus
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Primary treatment
Secondary treatmen t
Settleable solids
Sludge blanket
Stoichiometri c coefficient
Substrate
Suspended Solids
Terti ary treatment
Total Organic Carbon
Total Suspended Solids
Tracer
Wastewater
Wet weather flow

11.9 QUESTIONS
What are the primary characteristics of domestic wastewater?
Describe the three main forms of trea tment of wastewater
What is the Gujer matrix, and how is it applied?
How are treatmen t processes modelled mathematically?
What is membrane filtration, and how does it work?
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